Papworth Hospital
Pulmonary Fibrosis Support Group
“Supporting sufferers, their families and carers”

Memories of a very hot summer. The Summer Picnic for 2019 will be held on
Saturday July 20th
If anyone has a topic or contribution that you would like to include in the next
Newsletter please let me know as I am always looking for new and interesting subjects.
It does not have to be IPF related. Many thanks, Jo Cornish.
Winter/Spring 2019
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Your Committee Members
Name
Ron Flewett, Chairman

E-mail address
ronflewett@hotmail.com

Steve Jones, Secretary

stevejonessja@aol.com

Jo Cornish, Vice Chair

jocornish@gmail.com

Howard Wright,
Treasurer

howard@isawright.plus.com

David Percival

To contact other committee members please
email the Secretary Steve Jones.

Ron Fish
Sylvia Fish
Mick Donoghue
Susan Hall
Clare Hodkinson
Steve Pemberton

We are always looking for new committee members to help run our
events and to contribute new ideas.
If you think you can make a contribution to this worthwhile group
please talk to any of us and we will be delighted to explain how it
works.

Jo Cornish
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Money Matters
We have been very fortunate to receive some very generous donations during
2018. This has allowed us to fund and part fund several activities and
equipment, including the Ladybird Boat Trips, and the Summer Picnic. We are
also delighted to say that we have been able to supply the Papworth ILD
Clinic with Hand Fans again. When you attend clinic if you do not have a fan
then please ask Emma Harris or Katie Harding.
This cheque for £1,000 was received from the Toseland Lodge given by
Gordon Thorpe, a familiar figure at our meetings, as his preferred charity in
his year as Master of the Lodge.

This is Katie accepting the supply of hand fans from Howard. Do not forget if
you do not already have one, please ask for your fan at your next clinic visit.
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New Year Resolutions!!!
As we embark on another New Year, many of us may have had fleeting
notions of resolving to make a change in 2019. In our house, last year,
my teenage son pledged to put the toilet seat back down after every use;
our 11 year old vowed to stop pretending that she had done her piano
practice at school and commit to the 20 minute daily ritual we had both
guaranteed her music teacher!!!. I myself, took an oath in front of my
husband to stop driving our car around corners in fourth gear and go a
little easier on the clutch in 2018.
Without dwelling on how short those commitments proved to be, have you
ever wondered where the custom of making a New Year’s Resolution
came from?
Apparently, the ancient Babylonians were recorded as making them some
4000 years ago. During their 12-day religious festival – Atiku
testimonial documents promises being made to the gods to pay their
debts and to return the objects borrowed through the year. If not, they
would fall out of the Gods favour – a place nobody wanted to be. A
similar practise occurred in ancient Rome, after the reform-minded
emperor Julius Caesar tinkered with the calendar to establish January as
the beginning of the new year, circa 46 BC. Named after Janus, the
two-faced god who inhabited doorways. The Romans believed Janus was
able to look into the past and also into the future. Sacrifices to the
deity were made on the 1st of January alongside promises of good
conduct for the coming year.
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Christianity too established the first day of New Year as the traditional
occasion for thinking about one’s past mistakes. Despite these early
religious roots however, the making of resolutions now is a largely
secular practise. Sacrificial practises are, one would hope, largely a
thing of the past but the spirit of self-improvement lives on. Coming out
of the hedonistic haze of the Christmas period, our sofas littered with
quality street wrappers and our fridges stuffed with blue cheese and
assorted chutneys, that no one will eat or throw away until May, many of
us feel compelled to focus on some form of self-improvement, or at least
abandonment of the naughty’s! A quick search on Twitter reveals some
of the more humorous examples: never again take sleeping pills and
laxatives on the same night, not to go to the gym on days ending in ‘y’
and exercise (my right to eat) more (chocolate).
The most common resolutions (according to a ComRes poll) are likely not
surprising; exercise more, lose weight, eat more healthily, drink less
alcohol.
But 52% of 2000 British people, when asked by BUPA, did not feel
confident in their abilities to stick to them. Surely, after 4 centuries of
practise, like Janus and the Ancient Romans, each one of us should try to
look back to the past year and find something achievable to change for
the next year. Like the Babylonians did 4000 years ago, I resolve to
return my overdue library books (borrowed in April) to win back favour
with the gods. Myself, my husband and the Gods can’t help wondering
how long the clutch will last this year.
Happy new Year everyone, Susan Hall
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Tributes to a couple of our committee who lost their fight for life recently.

Malcolm Mason’s Inspirational IPF STORY

Malcolm Mason was diagnosed with IPF in 2007, he was a founder
member of the support group, which formed in 2010 under the
watchful eye of Mike Bray. He made it his personal goal to help
others in many ways that he could, to cope with this serious illness
Malcolm had a positive attitude, caring nature and his wonderful
sense of humour.
Malcolm felt the support group was part of his extended family and
was a very popular member and was loved by everyone.
He was instrumental in setting up Chelmsford support group, with
Steve Jones and the backing of Action for Pulmonary Fibrosis,
where Malcolm was filmed many times sharing his journey to help
others. One of these was for newly diagnosed patients where
Malcolm had the last word on the film, and a very poignant
statement.
“IF SOMEBODY PUTS OUT A HAND FOR HELP SOMEBODY
WILL HOLD IT”
He often spoke about the positive things this disease brought to us.
He often said that he met some amazing people, people who
would become close friends forever.
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Malcolm took part in the original trials for the first medication
(PIRFENIDONE), which slows the progression of the scarring, I am
convinced if it wasn’t for people like Malcolm, the drug would not
be available today.
One of Malcolm’s favourite positive sayings was, I have not got a
problem with IPF, IPF has a problem with me.
Malcolm passed peacefully in his sleep on October 9th surrounded
by his family and loved ones.
In his own words the SHOW MUST GO ON. Ron Flewett

Peggy Thorpe
Peggy was a founder member of the Support Group and she
became a key figure in making this group a success. As part of
the committee she developed a key role welcoming newly
diagnosed patients to the group. She would listen to their
worried concerns and help them get the information they
needed. She always went that extra mile by phoning people to
check on how they were and even visiting them at home. Her
pastoral care ensured that sufferers knew that they were not
alone and could always rely on Peggy to give them help,
support and advice. Her genuine concern for others was
evident in all she did.
Peggy’s positivity was infectious as she enthusiastically worked
her way around the tables at meetings, making sure she had a
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word with everyone. She would put people together that were
in the same geographical area so that they could in turn
support each other between meetings. Her memory was
amazing as she could name nearly all the people in the room
and their current state of health. We had upwards of 60
people attending some of these meetings, it was quite a feat.
Her energy, kindness, courage and understanding were
inspiring, and throughout all of this she did it with a smile and
a laugh in a very unassuming way, and without reference to
her own difficulties.
When we introduced food at the meetings Peggy was one of
the first to offer to make cakes and as a result many of us
enjoyed the fruits of her labours, her fruit cake and coffee and
walnut were exceptional. Peggy supported many of the
activities undertaken, often taking the photographs that were
included in the newsletters and on our website. Her work was
truly invaluable to so many of us patients and carers alike, and
her presence has been very much missed.
It was a real privilege for me to call this exceptional woman
my friend. Peggy passed away on 20th October 2018.
Jo Cornish
During 2018 we have also lost, Mick North, John Morgan, Ron
Woodruff, Barry Hobbs and Susan Chandler in January 2019. Their
families are in our thoughts.
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My Magic Walking Stick
By Mick Donoghue
I have Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis, but am not yet on oxygen, and also
have long standing circulation problems/angina. Despite my age-lined face, I
am told that I usually look healthy! Certainly, I've had baleful looks from bus
drivers because I wouldn't hurry, honking from car drivers if slow crossing
the road, and irritation shown if I have requested a young person to vacate a
Priority Seat on a bus, etc.
Then, last year, I developed arthritis in my hip. Not too badly but enough to
make me try using a (folding) walking stick. Wow! It must be a Harry Potter
model! Suddenly bus drivers wait for me and even delay starting until I am
seated; car drivers are patient and may even stop for me when not at a
Crossing; I get offers of help if I drop something while shopping; and last
month, on a rare visit to London, several people sprang up at once on a
couple of tube journeys!
The most surprising, however, was in Bangkok and Chiang Mai airports last
Xmas (en route to visit sons in Australia and NZ). As soon as I approached a
queue (check-in, immigration and customs) someone sprang forward and
ushered me (and dear wife) either to the head or to a fast-track lane! In fact
on one occasion they would not take NO for an answer and insisted I be
pushed in a wheelchair all the way to the departure gate. (My wife was not so
pleased as she struggled to keep up!) I have to report that no such assistance
was offered at Heathrow or Melbourne, alas.
So, if you feel your difficulties are not adequately recognised while out and
about, get yourself a walking stick. I can't guarantee it will be a magic one,
but I am sure you will get more recognition.
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How Richard III Helped Me build My Garden!
by

Steve Pemberton
I will come back to Richard III later, firstly, why was I building a garden?
We moved into a “new build” house in October 2017. The builders left
the garden in a presentable condition, fully laid to lawn as pictured below.

From the pictures the garden looks relatively flat and level but actually has
some substantial slopes and humps and bumps. We wanted to create a
level lawn, a patio area, some enclosed planting beds and put a
summerhouse in. All of which was going to take a significant amount of
manual labour to achieve, hence I use the term “build” a garden!
The one valuable resource all of us have a limited supply of is time. With
years ahead of you, it is fine to develop your garden over a few years. Of
course, we wanted it now, so we can enjoy the garden in the years we have
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left together. Obviously, a garden is never really finished but from a start in
mid-April 2018, I wanted to have the garden built and into
maintenance/refining mode by the end of summer.
So, heavy work load, ambitious timescale, obviously too much for someone
with IPF and time to call in the professionals? Not a chance, my garden, to
be created exactly how I want it built and that is where Richard III comes
into the picture.
I am sure you remember all the excitement in the media when the skeleton
was found in 2012 then confirmed to be Richard III in 2013. Once it was
confirmed to be him and also confirmed that he had the deformities that
had been attributed to him, it was then popularly claimed that he could not
possibly have fought battles etc. Of course, RIII did not have IPF but his
spinal deformity in turn deformed his rib cage, reducing his chest cavity
and lung function.
Sometime after, Channel 4 made a very interesting documentary. They
found a young man with almost identical spinal deformity and similar
height and weight. He had never ridden a horse and not surprisingly, had
never fenced with a broadsword or used a lance. They suited him in
replica armour and taught him to fight with the sword. He became to fight
as hard as anyone else but could not keep it up for as long as someone with
full lung function. First box ticked.
Then came riding lessons. He learned to ride OK but could only stay on
horseback for very short periods before becoming fatigued, initially
suggesting RIII could not have battled on horseback. They then
manufacture a replica 15th century wooden saddle. With a combination of
the supportive saddle and the support from the armour, he could
comfortably ride for long periods of time.
So, proof that with reduced lung function it is possible to be fit and strong,
but you can’t exert yourself for as long as someone with full lung function.
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Furthermore, using the appropriate tools and techniques you can keep up
physical exertion for longer.
When I was initially diagnosed in 2014 and learned about the reducing
lung function, the Richard III documentary was the first thing that came
into my mind. If old humpty back could do it, then so could I, after all,
I’m a Yorkshireman too!
Of course, for us there are moving goal posts. As we know, as our lung
function declines then the level and duration of activity will also diminish.
For me it is about continually testing (but respecting) my limits and doing
too little is as bad as doing too much. I know I am going to lose the war,
but I am going to win every battle but the final one.
Anyway, back to the garden. Because of the extremely dry summer, I had
to delay laying the new lawn until mid-September. We still have to plant a
tree where the grey container is at the end of the lawn and put a water
feature against the garage wall, other than that, we achieved the objective of
creating the garden by the end of summer with me doing the build and my
wife doing the planting.
Along the way: I dug up and redistributed about half of the surface of the
garden; moved around 8 tons of bulk material from where it was dropped
on the drive; cut and concreted in half a dozen railway sleepers and various
other timbers to create raised/sunk beds; concreted in 9 newel posts and
roped them; fixed trellis around the fencing and garage wall; laid a patio;
dug out 10ft by 6ft by 6inch for the summerhouse base; painted the
summerhouse (had someone lay the concrete base and erect the
summerhouse for me); installed a consumer unit in the garage, rant the
cable out to the summer house and fitted out sockets and lights in it; built a
retaining frame for the lawn, back filled it with around 3 tons of top soil
and laid the turf – and countless other things resulting in this:
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Thank you, Steve for this amazing contribution. I was
exhausted after reading it. The results are indeed wonderful
and I hope that the garden gives you many years of
enjoyment.
If anyone feels they have a story they would like to tell I would
be delighted to hear from you.
Jo Cornish
Editor and Vic Chair
jocornish@gmail.com
01480 414152
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These are some photographs taken by Howard Wright when he
travelled to Sri Lanka in 2018.
" We were very fortunate in April/May 2018 to go on a personalised tour of
Sri Lanka. A fascinating and lovely country with a rich culture and history. We
were able to visit various national parks for the protection of a vast variety of
animals and birds including many elephants, unfortunately we were not able
to go to the tea plantations which were in the mountains where the altitude
was up to 6000ft and I would have required supplemental oxygen!"

On Safari in Minneriya National
Park

Meera Mosque Galle
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Stilt Fishing

Rankoth Vehera is
a stupa in
Polonnaruwa
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Elephant in
Udawalawe
National Park

Sri Lankan Elephant (Elephas maximus maximus) is one of three recognised
subspecies of the Asian Elephant, and native to Sri Lanka

One of the temples in
the “Aluvihare Rock
Temple”complex.
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British Lung Foundation Task Force report
Hi All
I attended a scientific reception for Research recently and was
handed a document titled
A National FiveYear Plan For Lung Health
A five year plan to create a society where everyone can live with healthy
lungs for as long as possible and have the best chance of living well, or
recovering, when lung disease develops.
This five year plan has been prepared by the Taskforce for Lung Health,
chaired by Dr Alison Cook and Dr Penny Woods. The Taskforce is
independent of government. Its membership includes 29 organisations,
representing people living with lung disease, health care professionals,
the voluntary sector and professional associations. It includes subjects:Treatment must be available to all patients when they need it
Early and accurate diagnosis is critical to survival rates
We need a respiratory workforce fit for the future
The document is 124 pages long and therefore far too large to
include in the Newsletter, however, should you wish to receive a
copy in PDF format, please contact Steve Jones who will be happy
to send it via email. Included are articles contributed by myself,
Steve Jones and Malcolm Mason on Pages 63, 84.
With best regards.
Ron Flewett.
Chairman
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PAPWORTH HOSPITAL PULMONARY FIBROSIS SUPPORT
GROUP (PHPFSG)
CALENDAR 2019
Date

Event

Friday 11th January

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

Monday February 11th

Meet for coffee at The Bistro, Arthur Rank Hospice.

Friday March 15th

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

April

Meet for coffee at ?

Friday May 10th

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

Wednesday June 5th

Ladybird Boat Trip

Friday July 12th

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

Saturday 20th July TBC

Summer Picnic

Tuesday September 3rd

Ladybird Boat Trip

Friday September 13th

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

15th – 21st September

IPF Awareness week
Activities TBC

October - TBC

Meet for coffee at ?

Friday November 8th

Support Group Meeting at The Hub, Cambourne

December - TBC

Meet for coffee at ?
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Helpful contact details:Please note we are in the process of developing a new website and
as soon as this is available, we will let you know.

Papworth Hospital
Interstitial Lung
Disease Service

Specialist Nurse Direct Line
Emma Harris & Katie Harding
01480 364184

BOC Healthcare
Oxygen Service

0800 136603

Community
Respiratory
Support Team

Cambridge 01223 732013
Huntingdon & Fenland
01354 644378 & 01480 416416

IPF Group Website

papworthpfsupportgroup.co.uk

British Lung
Foundation

www.blf.org.uk

Blue Badge applications
Cambridge County
Council

0345 0455204
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/badges

Action for
Pulmonary Fibrosis

www.actionpulmonaryfibrosis.org.uk

Age UK

www.ageuk.org.uk

Pulmonary Fibrosis Trust

03333 2020991
trustees@pulmonaryfibrosistrust.org

Carers Trust Cambridgeshire
& Hertfordshire.

Follow the links www.carers.org
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